
 

 

From St Affrique to Tournemire
(maison de la vigne) (vine house)
Des falaises de Roquefort au Rougier - Saint-Affrique 

(Roquefort tourisme) 
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This challenging circuit that runs along
the ridges of the Saint-Affricain frontal
causses and over the course of
buissières and undergrowth, leads to
the Roquefort shrine of the Combalou
rock and to the splendid Tournemire
amphitheatre.

The hike that goes from the Caylus rock which
towers above Saint-Affrique to the Combalou
rock that watches over the caves of the king of
cheeses, is a wonderful opportunity to get away
through an agro-pastoral land. Scattered along
the way with typical Caussenard buildings, the
trail ends up with the beautiful cliffs of the
Tournemire amphitheatre. This circuit is the first
leg of the path that runs throughout the pays du
Roquefort.

Useful information

Practice : Trekking 

Duration : 5 h 

Length : 21.5 km 

Trek ascent : 1125 m 

Difficulty : Medium 

Type : Stage 

Themes : Agropastoralism, 
Geology 
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Trek

Departure : Car park situated on Foch
square in Saint-Affrique
Arrival : Maison de Vigne, Tournemire
Markings :  PR 
Cities : 1. Saint-Affrique
2. Saint-Rome-de-Cernon
3. Roquefort-sur-Soulzon
4. Tournemire

Altimetric profile

 
Min elevation 318 m Max elevation 798 m

From the Painlevé square, take the D993 towards Rodez for 100 m, then pass
under the porch to the left and keep walking on the stony path. Take the road on
the right and in the sharp curve go straight ahead on the path to carry on by a
wider track which goes back to the road.
Take right the stony path which wraps around the Caylus rock. To the North-East
of the rock, take the path which rises progressively and overlooks the D993 to
the right.
At the crossroads, fork to the right on the track towards the ridges. The slope is
steep. Walk along      the cedar grove up to the ridge throughout pasturelands
and groves of trees (enjoy the beautiful view over Caylus and St Affrique). Walk
through the long bouissière that leads to the village of Tiergues.
Walk across the village and before the exit, turn to the left to reach the
graveyard. There, cross the old road and take the street between the sheepfold
and the castle, walk around the castle surrounding walls and go through a
tunnel under the road. At the tunnel exit, walk up to the left and cross the D3
road, take the path opposite that runs along the D993. Continue along this
track.           
Cross the road and carry on to the right for 100 m, then take the path on your
left. Walk down to the Laumière castle and continue on the small road up to the
D992. Carry on opposite in the artisanal zone to reach a ford. Once you have
crossed the stream, fork to the right and walk along the Soulzon  up to the
tarred bridge.
In the first curve after the bridge, take the path on the left which runs uphill
throughout the Conteyne woodland. Leave a path on the left, walk across the
small road and carry on to reach the Roquefort Tourist Office. Walk around the
Tourist Office, pass along the stadium and walk uphill on main street.  Nearby a
small carpark to your left, take the ascending street to the right beside a big
building (ancient hotel). Do not take the covered street but instead turn to the
right and just after, walk up to the left on a track running along the cliff (when
on the ledge, turn back and take a look at the two Baragnaudes pillars). Go
straight on these alleys under the cliffs. At the Caves entrance, under a porch,
take the Créance Street, climb the stairs and enjoy the remains of the St Pierre
chapel (viewpoint indicator).
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At the view point indicator, walk across the grassy land and climb up a steep
uphill path. Carry on throughout the undergrowth, then on open ground. Walk
along the base of the cliffs of the Combalou with their typical great fracture.
When arriving at the endpoint of the cliff and at the intersection of tracks, take
the left path, cross the road and walk your way down to Tournemire (ancient
railway city) on the Trumpet path. Below, walk around the water treatment
plant, carry on the path along the left bank of the Soulzon. Walk across the
Soulzon, then cross the railroad at the level crossing. Take left the rue de la
Barrière, then the rue Française. At the car park of the former railway station, go
up to the right and walk across Main street. You then reach the house of the
Plesiosaur, a marine reptile which was discovered in the black soils of
Tournemire.
Keep walking on the road lined up with plane trees. Opposite the ancient
convent, turn left towards the Brias amphitheatre via the chemin de la Fous.
Before the bridge that goes across the Brias brook, take left the path that leads
to the Tournemire Sensitive Natural Space. Arrival at . Arrival at the gite “la
maison de la vigne".

7. 

8. 

9. 
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On your path...

 Counts of Caylus’ Castle (A)   Laumière castle (B)  
 The Combalou scree slope (C)   The Combalou Jasse (D)  
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All useful information

 Is in the midst of the park 

This itinerary is located in the World Heritage zone Causses and Cévennes,
mediterranean agropastoral cultural landscape.

How to come ? 

Transports

To get more details click on: site internet de l'Office de Tourisme and on Occitanie
Transports

There is a bus station in St Affrique (lines 202, 2016, 2018) and a railway station
in Tournemire (regional line).

Access

Via the A75, 46 or 47, then follow the D999 towards Saint-Affrique / Albi. Arrival in
Saint-Affrique via the D 999. From Millau drive across the town, cross the river
Sorgues, Foch square is next to the bridge. From Albi, head towards the town
centre, Foch square is next to the public park.

Advised parking

Place Foch ou place Leclerc

 Information desks 

OT Pays du Roquefort
Avenue de Lauras, 12250 Roquefort/
Soulzon

contact@roquefort-tourisme.fr
Tel : 0565585600
http://www.roquefort-tourisme.fr/
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On your path...

 

  Counts of Caylus’ Castle (A) 

This rock was used as the bedrock for the building of the
Counts of Caylus’ Castle of which nothing remains today

The castle was destroyed in retaliation of Count of Caylus’
rebellion against his overlord Raymond VII, count of Toulouse,
marquis of Provence and of Gothie.
Attribution : ©OT du St-Affricain

 

 

  Laumière castle (B) 

The castle is situated 3 km south east of Saint Rome and was
rebuilt after the French revolution. Written references to the
ancient castle mention the year 1322 when it was occupied by
Raymond de Vanco de Banc d'Anglars, and again in the 15th
century when it was owned by the Armagnac family. It was then
passed on to the Morlhon family, the Vernhet de Grandval
family and the Sambucy de Sorgue family. The Laumière
seigneury was granted to the Vernhet’s during the 18th century
who became Vernhet de Laumière. A general named Vernhet de
Laumière distinguished himself on taking command of the
Imperial Guard artillery during the Second Empire. He died in
Mexico during the 1863 siege of Puebla. During the 19th
century, Maria de Sambucy gave the castle as a wedding
dowery to the Count of Toulza
Attribution : (c)Château de Laumière

 

 

  The Combalou scree slope (C) 

The imposing rocky chaos that surrounds us comes from the
numerous and profound movements that the plateau of
Combalou has undergone: landslides, rockslides, erosion… The
diagram highlights the primitive and current structures of the
whole Combalou plateau.

Attribution : ©Dominique Martin
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  The Combalou Jasse (D) 

Once the milking season was over, shepherds and their flocks
would reach the Combalou pastoral routes via the slopes to the
rear of the Combalou plateau rather than climbing up the cliff
using the ladders. Shepherds used these ladders to scale down
directly to Roquefort and climb up the same pathways when the
ewes needed to be sheltered in the jasse. The flocks would be
kept on the plateau until the first cold of autumn.

The jasse was a two storey building: the ground-floor consisted
of two sheepfolds, one of which had a vaulted ceiling, the first
floor was a huge barn used to store the hay.
Attribution : Delphine Atché
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